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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF CONNECTICUT
CHARLES FISHER,

:

CIVIL ACTION NO.

:

JANUARY 3,2017

Plaintiff,
-againstEBAYINC.
Defendant.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL
TO:

THE JUDGES OF THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF CONNECTICUT
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1441 and 1446, defendant eBay,

Inc. ("eBay") hereby removes this action, which was originally filed in the Superior Court of the
State of Connecticut, Judicial District of Litchfield at Litchfield, commenced under docket
number LLI-CV16-5008300-S ("State Court Action"), to this Court.
As grounds for this removal, eBay submits the following:
1,

This action is an action alleging breach of Conn. Gen. Stat. § 42-110, tortious

interference of contract, negligent infliction of emotional distress, breach of the covenant of good
faith and fair dealing, and breach of contract. See Exhibit No. 1, Summons and Complaint, dated
November 28, 2016 and bearing a return date of December 27, 2016 (collectively, "Complaint").
The Complaint also seeks injunctive relief.
Jurisdiction Based on Diversity of Citizenship
2.

28 U.S.C. § 1332(aXl) provides that: "The district courts shall have original

jurisdiction of all civil actions where the matter in controversy exceeds the sum or value of
$75,000, exclusive of interest and costs, and is between—citizens of different states."
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3.

All of the claims asserted in the State Court Action could have originally been

brought in this Court based upon diversity of citizenship under 28. U.S.C. § 1332 and therefore it
is properly subject to removal under 28 U.S.C. § 1441.
4.

Plaintiff Charles Fisher ("Plaintiff) is a citizen of Connecticut. See Complaint, U

5.

eBay is a Delaware corporation with a principal place of business in California.

6.

For diversity purposes, a corporation is a citizen of both the state in which it is

1.

incorporated and the state in which it has its principal place of business. See 28. U.S.C. §
1332(c)(1). Defendant is therefore considered a citizen of Delaware and California for purposes
diversity jurisdiction.
7.

Upon information and belief, the amount in controversy is in excess of $75,000,

exclusive of interest and costs.
Timeliness of Filing
8.

Plaintiff effected service of the Complaint on eBay on December 2, 2016 but did

not file the Complaint until December 12, 2016. This case is being removed within 30 days of
service and within 30 days of it being filed in state court, as calculated according to Fed. R. Civ.
P. 6(a). Thus, removal is timely and proper. See Homer v. GMAC Mortgage, LLC, 3:10-cv-1937
(D. Conn. Aug. 31, 2011) (Arterton, J.) (holding that the 30 removal period runs from the filing
of the state court complaint because a complaint is not "a pleading setting forth the claim for
relief upon which such action or preceding is based" until Plaintiff filed it with the Superior
Court). Annexed hereto as Exhibit No. 2.
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9.

Should any question arise as to the propriety of the removal of this action, eBay

requests the opportunity to brief any disputed issues and to present oral argument regarding
same.
WHEREFORE, eBay Inc. respectfully requests that all persons take notice that the State
Court Action, presently pending in the Superior Court of the State of Connecticut, Judicial
District of Litchfield at Litchfield, has been removed to the United States District Court for the
District of Connecticut.

DEFENDANT,
EBAY INC.,
By:
tri^Jc J. Sweene)
Patriae
Sweeney (ctl3415)
HOLLA^O & KNIGIT, LLP
31 W. 52nd Street
New York, New York 10019
Tel.: (212) 513-3200
Fax:(212)385-9010
Email: patrick.sweeneyfohklaw.com
Its Attorneys
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on January 3, 2017, a copy of the foregoing Notice of Removal
mailed, via U.S. mail, postage prepaid, to:
Charles Fisher
530 Main Street South
Bethlehem, CT 06751
Pro se Plaintiff
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EXHIBIT NO. 1
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SUMMONS - CIVIL
JD-CV-I Rev 4-16

STATE OF CONNECTICUT

C G S §§ 51-34.6, S1-347,.51-349, S»-350, 52-153,
52-48, 52-259, P B §§ 3-1 through 3-21, 8-1, 10-13

Ql IPFPIOP m i IOT
OUrtKlUK OUUK I

See o t h e r s i d e f o r i n s t r u c t i o n s
[—]
l i
r^i
L
-'

"X" if a m o u n t , legal interest or property in demand, not i n d u d m q interest and
costs is less t h a n $ 2 , 5 0 0 .
"X n if amount, legal interest or property in d e m a n d , not including interest and
costs is $2,500 or m o r e

[ x j "X" if claiming other relief in addition to or in lieu of m o n e y or damages
T O A n y p r o p e r officer; B Y A U T H O R I T Y O F T H E S T A T E O F C O N N E C T I C U T , y o u a r e hereby c o m m a n d e d to m a k e due and legal service of
this S u m m o n s a n d a t t a c h e d Complaint
Address of court clerk where writ and other papers shall be filed (Number, street, town and zip code)Telephone number of clerk
(CGS §§ 51-346, 51-350)
(with area code)

Return Date (Must be a Tuesday)

85 West St. Litchfield CT 06759

Novembw-

•

[ x ] Judicial Distnct
|

| Housing Session

(860 ) 557-0885

GA

4 6r- o 016

,2

Month

At (Tovwi in which wnl is mlumable) (CGS §§ 51-346, 51-349)

Uay

Yssr

Case type code (See list on page 2)

Major

Number

T

Minor 90

For the Plaintiff(s) please enter the appearance of:
Name and address of attorney, law firm or plaintiff if self-represented (Number, street, town and zip code)

Juns number (to be entered by ettorney only)

Charles Fisher
Telephone number (with area code)
(203)

266-7121

^ r s Email
s t :>_
address for delivery of papers under Section 10-13 (if agreed to)

The attorney or law firm appeanng for the plaintiff, or the plaintiff if
self-represented, agrees to accept papers (service) electronically in
this case under Section 10-13 of the Connecticut Practice Book
Number of Plaintiffs
Parties

Number of Defendants

chfisher2004@yahoo.com
1

|

| Form JD-CV-2 attached for additional parties

Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) and Address of Each party (Number; Street; P.O. Box; Town; State; Zip; Country, if not USA)
Name:
Charles Fisher
Address. 5 3 0 M a j n s t s B e t h l e h e m CT 0 6 7 5 1

P-01

Additional
Plaintiff

Name
Address

P-02

First
Defendant

Name
E b a y Inc.
Address 2 1 4 5 H a r T 1 i | t o n

Additional
Defendant

Name
Address:

D-02

Additional
Defendant

Name
Address

0-03

Additional
Defendant

Name
Address

D-04

First
Plaintiff

D-01
A v e

.

S a n

j

o s e

C A

951

25

Notice to Each Defendant
1. YOU ARE BEING SUED This paper is a Summons in a lawsuit The complaint attached to these papers states the claims that each plaintiff is making
against you in this lawsuit
2. To be notified of further proceedings, you or your attorney must file a form called an "Appearance" with the clerk of the above-named Court at the above
Court address on or before the second day after the above Return Date The Return Date is not a heanng date You do not have to come to court on the
Return Date unless you receive a separate notice telling you to come to court
3. If you or your attorney do not file a wntten "Appearance" form on time, a judgment may be entered against you by default The "Appearance" form may be
obtained at the Court address above or at wwwjud ct gov under "Court Forms "
4. If you believe that you have insurance thai may cover the claim that is being made against you in this lawsuit, you should immediately contact your
insurance representative Other action you may have to take is described in the Connecticut Practice Book which may be found in a supenor court law
library or on-line at wwwjud ct gov under' Court Rules '
5. If you have questions about the Summons and Complaint, you should talk to an attorney quickly The Clerk of Court is not allowed to give advice on
legal questions.
Commissioner of the Name of Person Signing at Left
Date signed
Signed (Sign and 'X'pmp
Supenor Court
[>0 Assistant Clerk
s^Vthis Summons is signed by a Clerk
a The signing has been done so that the Plaintiff(s) will not be denied access to the courts
b It is the responsibility of the Plaintiff(s) to see that service is made in the manner provided by law
c The Clerk is not permitted to give any legal advice in connection with any lawsuit
d The Clerk signing this Summons at the request of the Plaintiff(s) is not responsible in any way for any errors or omissions
in the Summons, any allegations contained in the Complaint, or the service of the Summons or Complaint

I certify I h a v e r e a d a n d
u n d e r s t a n d the a b o v e

Date r

-Z&n,^

(Page 1 of 2)

I
Filet

Fo^uj'pMOnly

iuSCOFT

CHARLES J. U U ^ Y
CONNIiCTICUTMABSHM.
HAHTFORD COUNTY
Docket Number

&

•

Reset Form \
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RETURN DATE

0 ^ 2 7 , 2016

CHARLES FISHER

SUPERIOR COURT

Plaintiff

JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
LITCHFIELD

AT LITCHFIELD

EBAY INC
Defendant

NOVEMBER 28, 2016

COMPLAINT

THE PARTIES
1

Plaintiff Charles Fisher ("Plaintiff') is an individual and a Connecticut resident

with an address of 530 Main Street South, Bethlehem, Connecticut 06751

2

Ebay, Inc. ("Ebay") is an International internet auction company with a U S

address of 2145 Hamilton Avenue, San Jose, CA., 95125.

3

At all times relevant hereto. Plaintiff was an active Ebay seller since 2003, and

an active Ebay account holder since January 2001.
JURISDICTION

This honorable Court has jurisdiction over the Defendant due to the fact that Ebay has
substantial contact with residents of Connecticut, conducts more than "nominal" business therein,
and stands accused of violating a specific Connecticut statute, particularly the Connecticut Unfair
Trade Practices Act, Conn. Gen Stat § 42-110a ("CUTPA")
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VENUE
Venue is correct in that the substantial part of the events and conduct giving rise to the
violations of law claimed herein occurred in or emanated from the State of Connecticut
Additionally, Ebay continues to conduct business with residents of Connecticut The harm that was
caused by Defendant Ebay's conduct occurred m Connecticut The conduct complained of injured
Plamtiff

in

pursuit of his trade, occupation, and profession m the State of Connecticut

Additionally, the operative 2012 agreement specified the court "in Santa Clara County, California
or where the defendant is located." (emphasis added)
FACTUAL BACKGROUND

1

Plamtiff joined Ebay as an active individual consumer member in January 2001

Upon information and belief, Ebay controls or generates approximately 95% of Amencan
internet auction business, giving them a superior monopolistic position in that field
2

Plaintiff began a seller's account and an "Ebay store" in May 2003 for purposes

of marketing and selling tires, which is his primary business Plamtiff remained a buyer as well,
and made a significant number of purchases over the years
3

Plaintiff maintained an excellent reputation through 2011, securing for himself

"Power Seller" status and an overall approval rating of over 99 percent, a standard he
maintained for some 9 years
4

On or about May 23, 2008, Ebay announced changes to the system by which

sellers would be evaluated, ("Seller Dashboard," detailed in If 16 of this section) both by Ebay
and by the buyers with whom sellers had dealings (There is no equivalent method for
evaluating buyers) The new standards Ebay imposed created a business environment m which
sellers were now subjected to fraud, theft, feedback extortion, higher fees, selling limits, and
ultimately the suspension and revocation of their seller accounts Sellers had no recourse m the
event that buyers left untruthful ratings, a tactic often used by malicious sellers who wished to
hurt competitors Ratings are left anonymously Previous to the new rules, sellers could
determine which customer left a rating and could address it accordingly Ebay has never had any
2
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system by which they couiu determme whether or not negative tatings and / or feedback
comments had been left by "shills" However, they do not hesitate to use those ratings and
comments against sellers, said unfair actions resulting in higher seller fees accruing to Ebay
5

In late 2008, Plaintiff began havmg problems with transactions connected to the

weaknesses in the new Ebay system, which were now being exploited by unscrupulous buyers
in record numbers, and by the way Ebay failed to enforce rules against buyers who committed
fraudulent acts against sellers or otherwise violated Ebay's policies

6

Plaintiff advised Ebay of several instances in which he was subjected to extreme

profanity through the Ebay message system Ebay took no meaningful action other than to
delete the messages
7

During the time penod of approximately May 23, 2008 through May 2012,

Plaintiff was subjected to an inordinate number of unfounded, unproven claims made by buyers
connected to tires they had purchased The majonty of these claims had no factual basis and
were completely contrary to the guarantee posted at Plaintiffs Ebay store Ebay apparently had
no problem with the content of Plaintiffs guarantee, they never advised him to change or
remove it, nor did they ever inform him that it would not apply to items he sold Ebay routinely
ovemdes any seller guarantee with their "not as described" policy, even to the extent that items
may have no description or are sold "as is "
8

Claims against sellers are opened in the Ebay "Resolution Center " These claims

count against the seller's overall performance rating Ebay allows three claims to be opened
annually, after that the seller's ratings begin to decline Ebay expects sellers to maintain a
percentage not to exceed 0 30% for claims in which Ebay makes a decision in the buyer's favor,
which happens almost unammously This is highly prejudicial considenng the number of
Plaintiffs transactions involved One case can make a dramatic difference percentagewise in a
small seller's ratings Ebay uses these ratings to justify higher seller fees under the excuse that
they are "trying to create a safe environment for buyers " They convemently make no mention
of creating a safe environment for sellers
9

Buyers use the Resolution Center for any and all petty complaints, even to the

extent that they open cases the day after a purchase is made just to determine if their item has
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been shipped As long as ait email is sent prior, the case is allowed to oe opened One individual
in Colorado purchased two tires, failed to pay, necessitating an "unpaid item" being processed.
The buyer finally paid, some five minutes before the case was scheduled to close The buyer
filed an "item not received" case the next morning, demanding that Plaintiff show why he had
not yet received his item Ebay did nothing about it
10

Cases are routinely treated in a one sided manner. When a seller goes to the case

page, he is instructed that the preferred method of resolving the dispute is to issue a full refund,
shipping included, and let the buyer keep the merchandise Other approved methods were to
issue a full refund contingent upon return of the merchandise, with the buyer paying return
shipping Both methods lead to rampant fraud and theft of the seller's merchandise. (Ebay
presently forces the seller to pay for return shipping whether the complaint has an merit or not)
In either case, the seller loses the cost of shipping the item The third method is for the case to
be "escalated" to Ebay, who then makes a "final decision "
11

Final decisions go against the seller almost unanimously The only instances in

which Ebay ever ruled m favor of the seller are instances in which the buyer appeared to collect
the merchandise in person, had an adequate opportumty to inspect it, and took it home Plaintiff
was still victimized, however, when Ebay allowed a case to go forward after the item was
picked up in person (Transaction number 3 below) Escalated cases count against the seller to a
higher degree than a case in which the seller consents to the blackmail or theft perpetrated by
dishonest buyers. Ebay conducts no investigation other than taking the buyer's word, and
demands no proof of the buyer's claim. Calls to Ebay requesting the type of proof Ebay
demanded from buyers were met with stonewalling and recitation of answers that were
obviously being read off a computer screen "Not as Described" claims are nearly impossible to
win
12

Merchandise returned to the seller by these dishonest buyers, who are well aware

of the weaknesses in the Ebay system, often consists of an item entirely different than that
which was shipped, or m some cases, an empty box In Plaintiffs cases, the most common
method of fraud was to purchase tires, file a baseless claim, then return the worn out tires from
the buyer's car The seller can appeal the case, in which Ebay requires him to go through a
ridiculous procedure consisting of getting a police report establishing the validity of the appeal
Police departments routinely refuse to issue these reports, as they were not privy to viewing the
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item shipped, nor were they present when the seller opened a return item box which turned out
to be empty or containing something other than what was shipped
13

Ebay always utilized a "feedback" system whereby buyers and sellers alike could

leave a comment descnbing their transaction by leaving positive, neutral, or negative feedback
Negatives drag down a seller's overall performance standard and rating On May 23, 2008, Ebay
instituted changes to the system Previously, the feedback rating a seller had extended over the
life of his seller account Under the new system, feedback was measured over a 12 month
period Sellers who did not deal in huge volume saw precipitous drops in their rating Plaintiffs
went as low as 97 1%, and never exceeded 98 2% during the subsequent penod Also, Ebay now
forbade sellers from leaving anything but positive feedback for buyers This resulted in every
buyer having a 100% rating, rendenng the system completely useless for sellers, who could no
longer determine whether or not a buyer was trustworthy Ebay's reasomng was that when a
seller left negative feedback for a buyer, the buyer would be less likely to buy further items, a
patently absurd assertion Sellers never left negative feedback unless there was a valid reason
Additionally, there is and never was anything to stop a buyer with an active account from
bidding on any Ebay item, no matter what their feedback score was, unless sellers block them
all, a virtual impossibility Sellers who thereafter cancelled bids after looking at the buyer's
feedback history were subjected to negative "revenge" feedback themselves Ebay had and still
has no policy preventing buyers from leaving feedback for a cancelled transaction, even if they
cancelled it themselves after being caught trying to defraud a seller
14

Prior to the institution of Ebay's new rules on May 23, 2008, Plaintiff received

1775 feedback comments, 9 of which were negative, for an overall 7 year rating of 99 66%
From May 23, 2008 onward. Plaintiff received 2653 comments, 32 of which were negative, a
dramatic increase due to the laxness of the new Ebay policy, which attracted "scammers" in
record numbers and encouraged competitors to use shill bidders Plaintiffs rating for this time
period was 98 79% Plaintiffs career ratmg as of May, 2012 was still 99 07% It was probably
higher, because only about 50% of buyers even bother to leave feedback as long as they are
satisfied with the item Disgruntled buyers ALWAYS leave negative feedback
15

Ebay instituted a system whereby they would evaluate sellers' performance

according to how many Resolution Center cases were opened against the seller over a one year
penod, regardless of their ment This performance was expressed in a percentage if the seller
5
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exceeded the percentage, luey were notified that they did not meet ^oay standards, whether the
claims had any merit or not In the event that they did not improve their numbers, sellers would
be subject to selling restrictions and ultimately suspension Consequently, numerous sellers
made known their displeasure through the Ebay message boards and left the site Ebay took no
corrective action Instead, they continued their crackdown on "bad sellers" who had previously
been praised and welcomed The only language descnbing the method is "You may also be
restncted from selling items on eBay if your performance falls significantly below the minimum
requirements " The term "significantly" is not defined
16

Ebay additionally developed a system of "Detailed Seller Ratings" ("DSR")

where buyers could rate the seller on several factors, communication, shipping, item as
described, and shipping charges Ratings consist of a "five star" system, with ratings of 1-5
Shipping was rated according to when a seller uploaded tractang information or according to
how long the consumer felt that shipping should take There was no provision for items picked
up m person, these were nonsensically recorded on Plaintiffs account as a failure to provide the
nonexistent tracking information Ebay stated, "Starting in June, Top-rated sellers will need to
have tracking information uploaded to eBay within their stated handling time on 90% or more of
their transactions with US buyers" Theoretically, this is impossible with bulky items, which
buyers tend to collect in person to avoid shipping charges There was also no provision for
making sure a buyer's email functioned or was actually viewed by the buyer, or to ensure that
comments buyers left regarding communication were truthful Buyers routinely leave poor
ratings connected to shipping, despite the fact that the shipping cost is known to them prior to
making the purchase Delivery m a timely manner is beyond any seller's control once the item is
shipped Ebay has since changed the system to automatically award five star status to sellers
who offer free shipping, something which is impossible for any small seller of bulky items to
reasonably absorb Additionally, Ebay gets a percentage of the shipping costs, which is an
additional unearned fee considering the fact that the seller does not retain the shipping costs
17

The DSR system unfairly targets smaller sellers Ebay requires certain levels of

performance to be maintained, expressed in percentages One negative comment left for a small
seller has a higher impact on his ratings than it does on high volume sellers Additionally, small
sellers will remain "below standard" for much longer periods of time because of the amount of
time it takes for them to accumulate enough positive comments to overcome the negative ones
Unscrupulous buyers take advantage of the power of DSRs to extort refunds and / or other
6
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goods or services

The epical scam is to demand a partial refund or in Plaintiffs case,

"replacement tires" for perfectly good items they intend to keep and use Sellers who refuse
find themselves victimized by negative feedback Often this is extortion performed by using
personal email accounts, not the Ebay message system, after the sale has taken place so as to
avoid detection by Ebay, who probably wouldn't do anything about it anyway

EBAY'S USER AGREEMENT IS UNCONSCIONABLE AND PREJUDICIAL

1

Ebay actively solicits business from Connecticut consumers via internet,

direct mail, and telephone They routinely call Connecticut residents and registered users in
order to inform them of upcoming discount programs Plaintiff is located in Connecticut,
monies paid to Ebay were deducted from Plaintiffs Connecticut based checkmg account or
his Paypal account which was connected to his checking account

Ebay solicits and

maintains "pack and ship" Ebay stores throughout Connecticut, and the contracts between
Ebay buyers and Plaintiff were formed electronically in Plaintiffs Connecticut residence by
use of the business model Ebay created To the extent that Ebay failed or deliberately
neglected to institute proper and prudent controls in that business model which would serve
to protect sellers, they have violated the public policy of Connecticut and are in violation of
the CUTPA They should not be allowed to avoid accountability under the laws of the states
they choose to conduct business in by what amounts to forcible forum shopping The 2012
agreement in force when Plaintiffs account was suspended suggests that lawsuits should be
brought in Santa Clara, California
2

California has not adopted the Uniform Deceptive Trade Practices

Act. Unfair Trade Practices in California only pertain to false or misleading advertising
(Professions Code § 17500 et seq.) and turning back odometers (Sections 28050 and §
28051.5, California Vehicle Code.) To force Plaintiff to litigate his case in California is
prejudicial due to California's lack of a meaningful consumer protection act.
3

Our Supreme Court has adopted the "most significant relationship" approach

of the Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws for analyzing choice of law issues
involving contracts Therefore, considenng | 1 above, Ebay's choice of law provision
7
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should not apply to the lustant action should they raise the issue California has no interest in
the insfent action other than the fact that Ebay maintained an office there (They have since
moved to Utah) Connecticut has the most significant relationship, Plaintiff is a Connecticut
resident, and Connecticut may be exposed to financial liability should Plaintiff find it
necessary to seek economic assistance from the state as a result of having his business
unfairly terminated by Ebay, something which has already happened
4

Ebay's "user Agreement" contained and still contains numerous questionable,

self-serving disclaimers and liability releases that favor Ebay and unfairly restrict what an
injured consumer can allegedly do Such restnctions violate the fundamentals of contract
law as well as the common law policy of good faith and fair dealing A declaration of "We
can't be held responsible for anything and you can't do anything about it" is hardly fair, nor
does it constitute a reasonable meeting of the minds Excerpts from the 2012 User
Agreement below detail the manner in which Ebay seeks only to protect themselves and
avoid responsibility for the unfair manner in which they treat sellers This agreement has
been modified numerous times by Ebay, to the detriment of sellers who have developed a
dependency on Ebay and cannot afford to leave Plamtiff thereby invokes the doctrine of
contra proferentem since this is a contract of adhesion (It is noteworthy that older
agreements mysteriously disappeared from the Ebay site shortly after Plaintiff complained
of the treatment he received)
a

You will not hold eBay responsible for other users' content, actions or

inactions, items they list or their destruction of allegedly fake items
b

You acknowledge that we are not a traditional auctioneer

c

We are not involved in the actual transaction between buyers and sellers

d

we have no control over and do not guarantee the quality, safety or

legality of items advertised, the truth or accuracy of users' content or listings, the ability of
sellers to sell items, the ability of buyers to pay for items, or that a buyer or seller will
actually complete a transaction or return an item (Ebay thereafter contradicts this claim by
interposing themselves in transactions as the final arbiter of the quality of goods when there
is a dispute, routinely ruling against sellers )
e

We are not liable for any loss of money, goodwill or reputation, or any

special, indirect or consequential damages ansing, directly or indirectly, out of your use of
8
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or your inability to use our sites, services and tools (This clause boggles the mind

no

6ourt should enforce such a blatant declaration of self-declared immunity)
f

Regardless of the previous paragraphs, if we are found to be liable, our

liability to you or to any third party is limited to the greater of (a) any amounts due under the
eBay Buyer Protection Policy up to the full cost of the item (including any applicable sales
tax) and its original shipping costs, (b) the total fees (under eBay Fees and Services) you
paid to us m the 12 months prior to the action giving nse to the liability, and (c) $100 (This
clause affects only buyers There is no clause to protect the sellers the buyers victimize
Buyers pay NO fees to Ebay, they are all paid by sellers)
g

If you have a dispute with one or more users, you release us (and our

officers, directors, agents, subsidiaries, joint ventures and employees) from claims, demands
and damages (actual and consequential) of every kind and nature, known and unknown,
arising out of or in any way connected with such disputes (The dispute is with Ebay for
allowing their buyers to wreak havoc on seller's businesses with no consequences)
h

If you are a California resident, you waive California Civil Code §1542

i

We do not guarantee we will take action against all breaches of this

Agreement (They don't, buyers are virtually exempt from the rules while Ebay demands
consumers waive their nghts under applicable laws as in paragraph H above)
5

The conduct complained of herein does not involve monetary disputes

with other users, rather the way m which Ebay's business model allows, facilitates, and
encourages the underlying conduct of buyers Virtually all of the above disclaimers
allegedly absolve Ebay of any wrongdoing when a dispute arises between users Such
releases do not express the parties' mutual intention, they are, rather, a one sided declaration
designed to protect one party at the expense of the other Such releases are unfair,
unconscionable, and should not be enforceable Ebay has designed and executed a business
model that holds itself out to the public as fair and equitable, while at the same time
allowing, and thereby ratifying as acceptable, buyer conduct which is slanderous, libelous,
unscrupulous, extortionate, and in some cases illegal When said conduct is resisted by
sellers and results m buyers leaving untrue, undeserved reviews, Ebay blames the seller and
suspends them
6

Ebay's User Agreement contains an arbitration clause which specifies

the American Arbitration Association ("AAA") as the forum The User Agreement specifies
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"consumer rules (as applicable)" in the clause On or about April Z016, Plaintiff initiated an
irbitratton action against Ebay Thereafter, the AAA declared commercial rules applied,
despite these facts
a

Ebay's agreement makes no distinction between users, be they

business oriented or personal in nature The term "business" only occurs m one paragraph,
where Ebay states that businesses that start an account and register under a business name
must have an individual responsible
b

The term "consumer" appears one time in the agreement, when it

refers to the rules of AAA that shall apply Any "consumer" who reads this one-sided, selfserving agreement would conclude that Ebay intended for AAA'a consumer rules to apply,
where the consumer's fee is capped at $200, and Ebay pays the rest
c

Plaintiff registered with Ebay under his personal name, not a business

name To this day, Ebay invoices referenced herein arrive in Plaintiffs personal name
d

AAA publishes a list of the types of transactions that qualify as either

consumer or busmess Auction sites are not on either list
7

Thereafter, Ebay refused to agree to use consumer rules, because

commercial rules require that the initiating party must pay the initial fee, which in Plaintiffs
case would have been $5,000 00 (five thousand dollars) Like Ebay, AAA, which has a
reputation for siding in favor of their clients, declares itself immune from lawsuits and
generally does not refund fees This arbitration mess added some six months to the action
PLAINTIFF HAS NEVER VIOLATED THE EBAY USER AGREEMENT
1 The User Agreement sets forth approximately thirty violations for which a user
can face disciplinary actions At no time during his eleven years on Ebay had Plaintiff
committed any of the subject violations, nor had he ever faced disciplinary measures as a
result of same Plaintiffs policy compliance has consistently been above standard The user
agreement contains no specific language which suggests that a user can have his seller
account terminated if he does not comply with the seller performance standards Ebay now
imposes The reference to Buyer Protection states in pertinent part "Buyers and sellers
agree to follow the requirements of the eBay Buyer Protection Policy with respect to claims
No mention is made of seller performance Therefore, the agreement is vague and
nonspecific The least sophisticated consumer, upon reading the agreement, would have no
10
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clue as to the ramificaiions of the seller performance standaius, which are hidden in a
different policy statement and are further undefined therein

DEFENDANTS' COURSE OF CONDUCT
TRANSACTIONS FROM APRIL 2. 2008 THROUGH APRIL 10, 2012
The following transactions are a representative sample of the many cases in which
Plaintiff was victimized by buyers with the express approval, consent, and ratification of Ebay,
who took no action against the offenders. Instead, action was taken against Plaintiff

These

transactions have been conveniently deleted from Ebay's site, but the basic information and the
feedback comments are available on the CD Plaintiff was able to make before Ebay locked him
out of the site
1

Transaction 310028987961, Anthony Parente, Apnl 2, 2008 Parente purchased 4

General tires and refused to pay unless he could "see the tires" before completing payment,
despite being provided with a photograph. Plamtiff informed Parente that this was not an option,
as Plaintiff works from home and does not allow visitors due to insurance and security concerns
It was also pointed out to Parente that he never made this demand prior to executing his bid The
information detailing this rule was clearly posted at Plaintiffs Ebay store Parente was abusive in
emails, refused to complete the transaction, and left negative feedback Ebay refused to remove
the feedback despite their own rule against feedback extortion
2

Transaction 310152780183, Rodql967, National Guard Chaplain, October 7, 2009

Buyer Purchased 4 Michelin tires, filed a false claim that the tires did not have more than 3/32"
tread, when photographs proved they had 8/32" as described Buyer sent an inordinate number of
harassing emails, necessitating that Plaintiff (a former National Guard Officer) contact the
individual's Commanding Officer Negative feedback was left, including a phone number
inviting people to call the buyer so that he could smear Plaintiff Ebay refused to remove the
feedback, stating that such activities did not violate their policy This buyer has a habit of doing
this to sellers
3

Transaction 160371590894, November 3,2009, Martin Pankow, who purchased 4
11
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Michelin tires and collected mem in person at Plaintiffs residence rankow inspected the tires
and left, making no comment He thereafter filed a complamt, stating that the tires were not as
descnbed This is completely contrary to Ebay rules, which state items picked up are not subject
to this type of claim, but the complaint was allowed to go fonvard Pankow received a refund
contingent upon returning the tires He returned four junk tires he removed from his car Ebay
took no action against him
4

Transaction 160357956752, Jasen Clark, November 14, 2009 Clark purchased 4

Goodyear tires and made a completely unsupported claim that the tires did not match the
description in the auction after admitting to havmg driven on the tires for some time He later
lied, stating that he had not driven on the tires He filed a claim and was refunded when Ebay
found in his favor without any evidence Ebay apparently ignored the emails in the message
system where Clark blatantly lied He never returned the tires as required, but the refund was
allowed to stand Clark left negative feedback, which Ebay would not remove despite the
obvious violations he had committed
5

Transaction 310090268750, Adam Sems, November 14, 2009 Sems purchased 4

Michelin tires One month later, after no communication of any kind, Sems left negative
feedback stating that the tires "had barely any tread " Sems, a college wrestler, then sent an
email through a different email account, containing a veiled threat of physical violence, which
necessitated a police report Ebay did nothing and allowed the feedback to stand, nor did they
suspend Sems
6

Transaction 310187609837, Scott Herron, December 2, 2009 Herron purchased 4

Michelin tires and thereafter filed a fraudulent Paypal claim, which was demed when it was
proven that Herron had been driving on the tires for several days Tires have no extended
warranty Herron then left negative "revenge" feedback, which Ebay refused to remove
7

Transaction 310082598404, Jennifer Cutler, July 9,2010 Cutler purchased 4

Bndgestone tires m anticipation of a lease turn m Cutler later complained that the lease
company "might not accept" the hres based upon their own inspection Plaintiff pointed out that
his guarantee did not cover the opimons of third parties Cutler proceeded with a fraudulent
Paypal claim, which she lost She then left "revenge feedback" on August 10, 2010 Ebay
12
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refused to remove the negative feedback despite the fact that Cutler» claim, thus her feedback,
was completely unsupported and she was ruled against by Paypal
8

Transactions 310237507340 (October 1,2010) and 310241800515 (feedback left

for transactions on October 14 and October 18, 2010), Tom Boaz. Boaz purchased two sets of
tires and made unsupported complaints When asked to provide evidence, he refused In good
faith. Plaintiff sent two free replacement tires Boaz then filed a fraudulent Paypal claim and was
demed He then left the negative feedback, which Ebay refused to remove. The wording in his
feedback comments was nearly identical "Two of the four tires had holes in them when
received " And "2 of four tires had holes." This is a patently false allegation, all tires are tested at
full pressure and do not have holes in them.
9

Transaction 160366064295, J Cody Novosad. October 23, 2010. Buyer purchased 2

Yokohama tires. Buyer is from Texas. Plaintiffs auchons clearly stated in bold capital red letters
that residents states outside the New England area should get a shipping quote before bidding
Novosad ignored the disclaimer, bid, and paid before Plaintiff could send an invoice Novosad
thereafter refused to pay the additional shipping Plaintiff requested Novosad to cancel the
transaction, which he agreed to He then left negative feedback, which Ebay refused to remove
10

Transachon 310256491213, Samir Bouzrara October 26, 2010 Buyer purchased 2

Michelin tires, and quickly made a claim that one tire had a repaired sidewall, which was untrue
Bouzrara then demanded a refund, but refused to provide any evidence of the claim, although
repeatedly asked to do so Plaintiff refused any refund, then Bouzrara left negative feedback,
which Ebay refused to remove
11

Transaction 310237506402, November 12, 2010, Phil Vehllo Buyer purchased 2

Toyo tires Thereafter, buyer claimed that the item had not been received He opined that
someone had stolen the tires from his porch, and that it was Plaintiffs fault because Vehllo was
not required to sign for the item Fedex does not require signatures He later discovered that his
neighbor had taken the item for safekeeping. He had already left a neutral comment, Ebay
refused to allow feedback modification when it was requested by both parties
"12

Transaction 310283765210, Sergei Unku, January 5, 2011 Buyer purchased 4
0
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Nokian winter tires 54 da}, .ater, buyer had a flat tire and blameu Hamtiff He left negative
feedback when Plaintiff refused a refund, which Ebay refused to remove

13

Transacbon 310271788486, Warren Thomas, January 10, 2011 Thomas purchased 4

Michelin tires Upon receipt, he made an unsupported claim that one tire was badly worn He
refused to provide any evidence He then changed his story, claiming that one tire had "a slash
near the run " He again refused evidence, instead demanding a refund When confronted with his
lies, he refused further contact and left negative feedback, which Ebay refused to remove
14

Transaction 310213611301, Freddie Arcmiegas, January 16, 2011, one NEW Toyo

tire Buyer filed a fraudulent Resolution Center case, claiming that the tire was completely worn
out Ebay decided m his favor with no investigation Buyer returned the completely worn out tire
that he had removed from his car, which was the same brand and model as the one he purchased
Plamtiff appealed and won a Paypal refund Ebay took no action against Arcmiegas, who is still
a registered user under the username Favco
15

Transactions 310273658883 and 310050677065, Saied Irandoost, January 19th and

22nd, 2011 Irandoost purchased three tres from two auctions He then claimed that he did not
receive the merchandise despite valid tracking numbers confirming delivery Irandoost filed a
Paypal claim, which he lost He left negative feedback, which Ebay later removed, but only
because Irandoost made menhon of the Paypal claim Irandoost, as seller Samtech600, had 23
negative comments from 148 sales as of June 2012 Between May and December of 2009, he
received 7 negative comments out of 12 transactions Ebay took no action against Irandoost,
despite his overall seller feedback ratmg of 84 45 He is still a member
16

Transaction 310133940617, Hai Cao, March 3, 2011 Cao purchased one

Bndgestone tire in new condition He had indicated in emails that he kept wearing out his nght
front tire, indicating a mechanical problem Cao proceeded to drive on the tire he purchased for
three weeks, ruining it with his defective front end parts He insisted that Plaintiff replace the tire
or issue a refund When Plaintiff reminded him of what he had previously stated, he left negative
feedback Ebay refused to remove the feedback
17

Transaction 310314757859, James White, April 30, 2011 Texas buyer, bid at 9PM
14
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and quickly paid, leaving the New England shipping rate unchanged despite the prominent
warning m the auction not to bid without getting a quote Plaintiff billed White an additional
$25 00 for Fedex, which he paid He then left negative feedback, making a rather indecipherable
comment about product inaccuracy These constant shipping problems with west coast buyers
only began after Ebay changed their rules and required sellers to post a shipping price in the
auction Only one price could be quoted This led to the problem stated, as unscrupulous buyers
would bid and pay quickly, hoping that the seller would absorb the extra cost If the seller posted
the highest rate for the countiy, Ebay would claim that the seller was overcharging for shipping
18

Transaction 150065203690, Benny Chen, September 10, 2011 Chen purchased two

Dunlop winter tires Ten days later, he sent a picture of one tire, installed on his car, with a
sidewall bubble caused by hitting a pot hole He insisted that Plaintiff replace the tire or issue a
refund, which was refused Chen then left indecipherable negative feedback, which Ebay refused
to remove
19

Transaction 310347167892, James Tobin, September 22,2011 Tobin purchased 4

Dunlop tires, which he promptly had installed on his vehicle On October 1, he made an
unsubstantiated complaint Plamtiff issued a partial refund as a conclusion to the matter, rather
than argue with Tobin, who was rather unpleasant in emails On October 13, Tobm left negative
feedback, claiming that a tire had failed He then lied about how long he had been driving on the
tires, some 24 days Used tires have no extended warranty Ebay refused to remove the feedback
20

Transaction 310347363337, September 28, 2011, Lance Shields Buyer purchased 4

Goodyear tires Upon receipt, he opened a Resolution Center case, claiming that the tires did not
have the tread stated He returned the tires, which were re-measured and found to have exactly
the tread stated Shields left negative feedback 56 days later Shields has never left negative
feedback for any other member in over 300 bids, which is a classic sign of competing seller
interference Ebay did nothing
21

Transaction 310368912624, January 16, 2012, Jay Lotaj Buyer purchased 4

Bndgestone tires, specified local pickup Lotaj never appeared at Plaintiffs residence, yet filed
a claim that the tires were not as descnbed and left negative feedback Tires were later sold to
another buyer with no incident Lotaj has a habit of leaving negative feedback for sellers, having
15
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left some 9 comments out 01 i74 transactions, well above the Ebay average This transaction is
typical of a "better deal" in which the buyer locates a different item or changes his mind Lotaj
purchased item 150723351847, 4 Bndgestone tires, on January 20, 2011, the day after he was
refunded Ebay would not remove the feedback despite the fact that the transaction was never
completed, which makes no sense

22

Transaction 310371045546, Brent Keesee, January 17, 2012 Keesee purchased 4

Michehn tires One week later, Keesee complained that 2 of the tires, which had been air tested
and were defect free, had sidewall bubbles Plaintiff requested photographic evidence, Keesee
agreed but never complied After several emails, Plaintiff sent Keesee two replacement tires m
good faith Keesee then complained that both of the replacement tires were defective, a
ridiculous assertion considenng that Plaintiffs tires are all tested at full pressure Keesee opened
a Resolution Center case on February 6, 2012 Ebay decided m his favor contingent upon
returning the tires Keesee returned tires that had obviously been driven on and had suffered
impact damage Plamtiff appealed, Ebay denied the appeal
23

Transaction 310376481701, John Grech, March 8, 2012 Grech purchased 4

Michelin tires He contacted Plaintiff 15 days later, stating that the tires had 2/32" less tread than
advertised, according to his "tire garage " He provided no evidence Plaintiff offered to exchange
the tires or send two free extras, Grech refused After a senes of illegible emails due to Grech's
obvious lack of knowledge of English, Plaintiff instructed him on March 26 to leave the tires for
Fedex and he would be refunded upon confirmation of pickup, concluding the matter Two days
later Grech opened a Resolution Center case when none was necessary Tires were returned and
resold with no incident Grech was a seller of automotive products in New Jersey Ebay would
not remove the case from Plaintiffs record
24

Transaction 310385213477, Jeffrey Wilkms 3-34-2012 Buyer purchased 4

Continental tires Upon receipt, Wilkins made a claim that the tires had half the tread advertised,
a patently false statement Plaintiff escalated the case to Ebay, who conducted no mvestigation
and decided m the buyer's favor despite a published photograph of the tires, which confirmed
their condition Wilkins complained that he had to pay to ship the tires back, which was an Ebay
rule, and left negative feedback Ebay refused to remove the feedback Tires were later sold to
another customer without incident
16
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Transaction 310218657596, Apnl 10,2012, Frank Younker Buyer purchased two

tires, complained that one required a repair caused by a tmy staple which was nearly invisible
Younker then had both tires installed on his car, but requested a replacement, which Plaintiff
agreed to Plaintiff sent a tire, which Younker complained about because it was not an exact
match Plaintiff then issued Younker a refund at his request for one tire, Younker then left
negative feedback for no good reason Ebay would not remove the feedback
ACTIONS TAKEN AGAINST PLAINTIFF BY DEFENDANT EBAY

1

On or about June 1, 2010, Ebay informed Plamtiff that his performance was below

standard They indicated that Plamtiff could "improve" his performance by doing several things,
to include better descnptions of his items, (items had been described in the same way using the
same template for the previous 7 years with no problems) improving commumcations, (Plaintiff
answered every email received, although Ebay users often never check their Ebay messages or
use several email addresses, some of which do not work, then blame the seller for lack of
communication) shipping the item faster, (Plaintiff shipped the day after payment was received
unless it was a weekend, but often buyers took an inordinate amount of time to pay, which was
not accounted for in the Ebay system) and / or making better resolution to Ebay Resolution
Center claims (consent to and accept fraudulent claims without complaint)
2

From January 2011 to August 2011, Plaintiff completed 446 transactions with no

cases opened against him Ebay acknowledged the improvement Cases counting against
Plaintiff dropped to approximately 9
3

By December of 2011, Plaintiffs Resolution Center cases had reached 18 due to an

inordinate number of claims opened around the holiday season, when incidences of scams and
theft always escalate dramatically Many sellers Plaintiff contacted routinely refused to sell any
items during December because of this There was no mention of the fact that Plamtiff had
conducted nearly 500 transactions in this 4 month period The only way a member can
"improve" his Resolution Center number is for the cases to expire and drop off, which takes one
year Plaintiffs percentage, which Ebay deemed unsatisfactory, was in the 2% range
4

Beginning in August and extending through December 2011, Plaintiff had some 9

cases opened, a high percentage of which were either fraudulent, extortionate refund attempts,
17
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cases opened by individuals who allegedly appeared m person to collect their merchandise but
never actually did so, individuals who came to collect the merchandise and did so, then later
claimed that no merchandise had been left for them, and a senes of problems with Lime Rock
Auto, Cornwall, CT , culminating in a credit card chargeback after the buyer came to exchange
merchandise,

took the new merchandise, and filed the credit card chargeback without

acknowledging the exchange in a blatant attempt to steal the merchandise Ebay took no action,
the user is still a registered member
5

In March of 2012, Ebay placed a 25% selling restriction on Plaintiff based upon his

performance, claiming that Plaintiff was not providing a safe selling environment for the "Ebay
community," who apparently could care less about Ebay's opinion, as they continued to purchase
items from Plaintiff as they had previously done
6

On or about May 3, 2012, without warning, Ebay removed all of Plaintiff s listings

and permanently restncted him from selling on Ebay The restriction was falsely characterized as
temporary Phone calls were answered by individuals who parroted responses which were
obviously being read from a computer screen Plaintiff was told that he would not be allowed to
speak to anyone who had the authority to make a decision as to his suspension Emails were not
answered The suspension effectively put Plaintiff out of busmess, as he had previously relied
upon Ebay sales for the majority of his income
7

Plamtiff continued through the worthless Ebay sham "appeal process" well into

2013 Ebay continued to shuffle Plaintiff back and forth between foreign call centers and / or call
centers maintained in the United States (unidentified by caller ID) which either timed out the call
or gave no meaningful answers to Plamtiff s complaint On or about November 2013, Ebay
indicated that they would no longer conespond with Plaintiff concerning his claim They then
scrubbed all messages from Plaintiffs account and "locked" Plaintiffs account so that he had no
access to the messages sent prior to this "final" commumcation Unfortunately for Ebay, Plaintiff
previously downloaded all of his feedback comments, which give the he to their specious claim
It is noteworthy that Ebay changes their user agreement yearly at their own whim Under the
newer agreements, Plamtiff never would have been suspended
9

To this day, Ebay sends Plaintiff a monthly "Account statement" which indicates that

Ebay owes Plaintiff some $107 00 Despite repeated demands that Ebay remit this amount, they
have refused and ignored same, indicating a willingness to defraud consumers for personal gain
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Plaintiffs account is "locked " Therefore, Plamtiff cannot buy anything on Ebay or sell anything
on Ebay Therefore, the amount stated is clearly owed to Plamtiff, yet Ebay refuses to pay This
clearly extends their unfair trade practices to the current date
10 On or about June 10, 2012, Ebay suspended Plaintiffs spouse's account as well as it
was "linked" to Plaintiffs account The "link" was approved by Ebay m February 2012 when the
account was established Plaintiff had called Ebay, explained that he was transferring part of his
business to his wife so as to establish her with Social Secunty, (she is from Brazil) and requested
a higher selling limit, which Ebay granted The account remained in good standing with excellent
ratings, good sales, and no resolution cases opened The suspension was immediate and without
any appeal

COUNT ONE Against Defendant Ebay, Inc. CUTPA
1
to this

All previous paragraphs are made as set forth fully herein At all times relevant
Complamt, the Defendants were engaged in trade or commerce within the meaning of

Conn Gen Stat § 42-110a(4), and were specifically engaged in the business of internet auction
sales m the State of Connecticut At all times relevant to this Complaint, the Defendants were
"persons" as defined in CT Gen Stat § 42-110a (3)
2

Whenever reference is made in this Complaint to any act or practice of a

Defendant, such allegation shall be deemed to mean that the principals, officers, directors,
employees, agents or representatives of such Defendant did, or authonzed, such act or practice,
on behalf of such Defendant while actively engaged m the scope of their duties
3

Whenever reference is made in this Complaint to any act, practice, or conduct

of a Defendant, such allegation shall be deemed to mean the act of that Defendant acting
individually or jointly, through an agreement to so act or through that Defendant's provision of
assistance or encouragement in accomplishing an unfair act or practice, given either in breach of
that Defendant's own duty or with knowledge that the other Defendants were wrongful
4
and

The Defendants committed the following unfair, oppressive, and unethical acts

practices in the conduct of their trade or business, all in violation of Conn Gen Stat

§§ 42-110a and 42-110b, resulting m a substantial loss to Plaintiff
19
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a

Creating and then implementing a busmess model that allowed buyers to commit

fraudulent, illegal acts against sellers without instituting any meaningful controls that would
protect those sellers, all m pursuit of profits gained by unscrupulous, unfair business procedures
b

Creating an unfair system of seller evaluation which is highly prejudicial to the

extent that it is based upon unsupported opinion, speculation, provably false statements, and
allowable subterfuge conducted against sellers by their competitors
c

Creating a "feedback" system which was originally fair to both seller and buyer, then

modifying it so that it became favorable only to buyers Ebay thereafter utilized this one sided
system against sellers by including it in the overall evaluation process, the purpose of which was
to reduce seller performance, thus justifying higher fees to those sellers It is interesting to note
that the overall feedback rating is based upon selling and buying combined In other words, a
substandard seller can make massive purchases on Ebay, resulting in more fees to Ebay,
gamenng for himself automatic positive feedback generated by the Ebay system, thus escaping
such restrictions Plaintiff has noticed hundreds of instances of "positive feedback" left for his
buyers, which Plaintiff never left Since no seller can configure his site to do this, it is highly
suspicious that this would happen
d

Allowing dishonest sellers such as Samtech600 to continue selling on Ebay, when

said seller had a miserable selling record as detailed in paragraph 15 above, with a feedback
rating of 84 45, while terminating Plaintiff, whose overall rating was 99 07
e

Failing to take any meaningful action against proven fraudulent buyers / sellers as

detailed in paragraphs 3, 14, 15, 20, and 21 above, all of whom are stdl allowed to buy and or
sell on Ebay, thus exposing the "Ebay community" to potential fraud and illegal activities, while
at the same time terminating Plaintiff, who has a proven 11 year record of satisfying over 7,000
fellow Ebayers with a rating of over 99 percent
f

A search of Plaintiffs busmess name on the Ebay complaints discussion boards

returned zero posts. Conversely, as of June 10, 2012, the discussion topic "Ebay unfair" returned
3964 posts "Buyer fraud" consisted of 3457 posts "Buyer scam" returned 6649 posts
"Feedback extortion" returned 1992 posts "Negative feedback" returned 27,231 posts "Leaving
Ebay" returned 32,166 posts. "Account suspended" returned 1779 posts "Seller restnction"
returned 2237 posts "Ebay bad for sellers" returned 12,975 posts "Unpaid Item" (AKA UPI)
returned 9517 posts This is when a bidder closes an auction, then refuses to complete payment
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or even respond to emails Ebay tolerates this activity with anotner toothless, meaningless
warning to hon paying bidders that states they are subject to disciplinary action if they commit
this violation twice m 30 days It was later mcreased to four times "Ebay bad" produced 23,500
posts, "Ebay the worst" resulted in 3119 posts, and the ever popular "Ebay sucks" came in with
6,022 posts However, all of these pale in comparison to the topic "Will not sell on Ebay" which
came in at 121,574 posts and the comparable "Will not sell on Ebay any more" at 12,290
g

Violating the common law doctrme of forseeabihty Ebay knew or should have

known that buyers would commit fraudulent acts against sellers by exploiting the weaknesses in
Ebay's business model This doctrine is supported by Ebay's supposed "seller protection" and
other nonsense designed to allegedly protect sellers from the buyers Ebay routinely allows to
victimize them "Seller Protection" is no more than mere puffery, a watchdog with no teeth
h

Violation of the common law doctrine of fruits of the fraud Ebay designed and

implemented a business model which allowed buyers to defraud Plaintiff without taking any
meaningful action against those buyers as set forth herein Ebay then profited from that fraud by
utilizing the unsupported buyer claims to charge Plamtiff higher fees
i

Violation of the common law doctnne of willful blindness Ebay routinely looks the

other way as buyers commit rampant fraud against sellers Ebay never requires any proof of
buyers' claims, never conducts any meaningful investigations other than taking the word of the
buyer, and later decides against the seller m unreasonable percentages, resulting in higher
revenue for Ebay resulting from the higher seller fees thereafter imposed Sellers realize a
monetary loss when Ebay forces them to refund shipping costs, which sellers have to pay for
j

Allowing Resolution Center claims to be filed for frivolous reasons, thereafter

allowing those claims to stand and count against Plaintiffs record
k

Breaching the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by modifying the Ebay

user agreement in such a manner so as to subject Plaintiff to unreasonable nsk andfinancialloss,
7 years after Plaintiffs busmess was well established, when his reliance upon Ebay made it
virtually impossible for him to voluntarily leave Ebay, who holds a virtual monopoly m the
internet auction business
1

Creating and then implementing an oppressive business model designed to favor

buyers at the expense of sellers Oppression may be defined as the exercise of authority or power
in a burdensome, cruel, or unjust manner By virtue of its one sided, unconscionable user
agreement, Ebay assumed for themselves a position of authority which is so one sided and unjust
as to shock the conscience of the average consumer, by placing sellers m a subjugated state from
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which no relief was possiole This business model resulted m an unfair advantage for Ebay
Buyers pay ho fees of any kind on Ebay All fees are deducted from the sellers' gross revenue
m Implementing a feedback system which allowed defamatory, untruthful remarks to
be posted publicly, thus damaging Plaintiffs Ebay business reputation, while ensuring that
sellers had no such option available to them, and additionally exempting themselves from any
liability for damages caused by the system they designed and implemented Sellers cannot leave
negative or neutral feedback Every buyer has 100%. feedback, which makes the system
completely useless
n

Establishing a history of taking no action against Plaintiff for some two years

connected to his alleged seller performance deficiencies, constituting implied acceptance of
Plaintiffs conduct and creating the false impression that Plaintiffs sales record was satisfactory
o

Failing to adequately define the standard by which termination of seller accounts

would be undertaken, as relates to percentages
p

Unfairly terminating Plaintiffs account without warning, or providing any method of

appeal The termination followed the March selling restnction by some 60 days, dunng which
Ebay knew that statistically no improvement in the number of buyer protection cases would
occur since the next case due to expire was not until August
q

Unfairly withholding a payment (credit) due plaintiff on Plaintiffs seller account for

personal gain, therefore violating the CUTPA as an unfair trade practice
COUNT TWO (WUIfiilness) CUTPA

1

Previous paragraphs of Count One are made as if fully set forth herein The

Defendants have engaged in the acts or practices alleged herein when they knew, or should have
known, that their conduct was in violation of Conn Gen Stat §42-110b(a)
2

The Defendants' acts or practices, as described herein, were matenally

detrimental to Plaintiffs business The Defendants' acts or practces as described herein caused
Plaintiff to risk, then ultimately suffer the loss of his Ebay business
3

These acts or practices were engaged in by the Defendants with reckless

disregard for the consequences they knew would result from those acts and practices The
actions of Ebay occurred in the conduct of their trade or business, all in violation of Conn
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Gen Stat §§42-110a and 42-110b As a direct result of the Defendant's unfair acts and
practices as set forth herein, Plaintiff has suffered ascertainable economic damages
COUNT THREE Against Defendant Ebay, Tortious Interference of Contract
1

All previous paragraphs are made as if fully set forth herein Ebay has engaged in

intentional, legally unjustifiable conduct which caused Plaintiff not to enter into business
relationships with third parties, specifically previous and prospective customers of his Ebay
business, which otherwise would have occurred Ebay committed this malicious conduct by
engaging in the following acts

a

Recognizing that contractual relationships between Plaintiff and his Ebay customers

existed (Complaint Page 8, paragraph 4 c) by disclaiming any involvement on their part, ("We
are not involved in the actual transaction between buyers and sellers") and by stating in the User
Agreement that all Ebay users, buyers and sellers alike, shall not "use our sites, services or tools
if you are not able to form legally binding contracts"
b

Thereafter interfering m Plaintiffs ongoing busmess relationships by imposing an

unfair business standard which is completely immaterial to whether or not previously satisfied
customers would continue to do business with Plaintiff These acts of interference were wrongful
to the extent that Ebay, acting with improper motives, unfairly closed Plamtiff s seller account
in pursuit of higher profits gleaned from higher volume sellers who, by virtue of that volume, are
virtually immune from Ebay's DSR system I E Washington St Books, a "top rated seller" who
received as of June 2012, some 623 negative feedback comments in the previous twelve months
as compared to 9 for Plaintiff This interference is completely unjustified considenng the extent
to which Ebay claims to have no involvement m the transachons conducted on its site
c

Designing and making publicly available a "feedback" system whereby consumers

could post untrue, slanderous remarks about sellers without fear of reprisal, while infringing
upon sellers' right of free speech by denying them the opportunity to leave such comments for
buyers, thereafter absolving themselves of any responsibility for the damage that accrues to
sellers as a result of Ebay's negligent conduct (Sellers who leave positive feedback containing
negative content are subject to suspension) Said buyer remarks, couched as "opimons" may,
according to Ebay,

include such invectives as "liar," "dishonest," "crook," "very shady,"
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"scam," "bait and switch," 'bad seller," "unprofessional," "do not buy here," "terrible seller,"
"cheat," "very disrespectful, do not deal with," (from a buyer who bid on and won three auctions
and never paid for any of them, feedback was withdrawn from Plaintiffs score but the comments
were allowed to remain in the profile) "poor service," (withdrawn by buyer, but Ebay still left the
comment posted) "dishonest seller" (from a buyer who never took delivery) "thief," (withdrawn
but the comment is still posted) "sold me junk" (from a buyer who refused to participate in
mediation Withdrawn by Ebay, but the comment remains) "tned to scam me, shipping too
much" from a buyer who admitted he was wrong in a follow up comment, but Ebay would not
remove the negative comment) Negative comments are always followed by a lull in sales
d

Deliberately and maliciously using the above comments and resolution center cases

associated with them against Plaintiff in order to justify higher selling fees, thereafter unfairly
terminating Plaintiffs seller account, thereby causing Plaintiff a monetary loss as a result of the
conduct Such conduct is wrongful, unnecessary, prejudicial, and grossly unfair It is also
completely nonsensical, as Ebay lost a substantial amount of revenue themselves, for no good
reason
e

Plaintiffs nght to pursue his lawful business or occupation and to secure for himself

the earnings of his industry has been violated by Ebay's deliberate, willful conduct
COUNT FOUR As to Defendant Ebay; Unintentional /Negligent Infliction of
Emotional Distress
Plaintiff incorporates all previous paragraphs as if fully set forth herein
Since 1978, Connecticut has recognized a tort claim for negligent infliction of emotional
distress that "does not depend on proof of either an ensuing physical injury or a nsk of harm
from physical impact" Montinen v Southern New England Tel Co , 175 Conn 337, 345
(1978) In Montinen, the Supreme Court approved a jury instruction that a defendant could be
liable for unintentional infliction of emotional distress only if the defendant "should have
realized that its conduct involved an unreasonable nsk of causing distress, and from the facts
known to it, or its agents, should have realized that the distress, if it were caused, might result in
illness or bodily harm Montmen, supra, 175 Conn at 341 "
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The Connecticut Supreme Court has held that in order to prevail on a claim of negligent
infliction of emotional distress, the plamtiff must prove both
a) That the defendant should have realized that its conduct involved an unreasonable risk
of causing emotional distress and that that distress, if it were caused, might result m illness or
bodily harm, and
b) That the fear or distress expenenced by the plaintiff was reasonable in light of the
conduct of the defendants
Defendant Ebay's pnmary business is online auctions As such, they are obligated to
know the consequences of their actions when they deal with sellers Those consequences include
emotional distress being inflicted upon the seller as a result of Ebay's one sided tactics, which
are designed to benefit buyers at the seller's expense, and exploiting small sellers so as to give
higher volume sellers an unfair advantage in the marketplace
The Defendant should have realized that its conduct involved an unreasonable nsk of
causing emotional distress and that such distress, if it were caused, might result m illness or
bodily harm As a result of Ebay's highly prejudicial, unethical actions, Plaintiff has suffered
sleeplessness, nervousness, excessive worrying about the status of his business, and a high level of stress
The Defendant's conduct is the proximate cause of Plaintiff s distress
COUNT FIVE As to Defendant Ebay: Breach of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith
and Fair Dealing
Previous paragraphs are made as if fully set forth herem The Defendants have shown
bad faith by a design to mislead or deceive, refusal to fulfill their statutory duties, (not due to
mistake) and by an interested or simster motive involving a dishonest purpose, specifically by
taking the following acts
a

Unfairly drafting a constantly changing contract of adhesion (user agreement) which

favors only Ebay and their favored high volume sellers
b Unfairly and deliberately suspending Plaintiffs seller account for no valid reason
c

Unfairly and deliberately suspending Plaintiffs spouse's seller account for no valid

d

Causing Plaintiff emotional distress due to their actions

e

Violating the CUTPA statute

reason
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COIUVT SIX As to Defendant Ebay: Breach of Contract

Previous paragraphs are made as if folly set forth herein. The Defendants have breached
their own agreement with Plaintiff as a result of their immoral, unscrupulous acts, which were
deliberately taken at Plaintiffs expense so as to secure for themselves a dominant position in the
auction business at the expense of small sellers. As a result of this conduct. Plaintiff has
sustained extensive economic damages. Ebay's breach was the proximate cause of that loss.

Pursuant to Conn. Gen. Stat. § 42-110g(c), Plaintiff will forward a copy of this
Complaint to the offices of the Attorney General of the State of Connecticut, and the
Commissioner of Consumer Protection.
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff claims:
1.
As to all Defendants, an award of compensatory damages for emotional distress in
the amount of $50,000.00
2.

As to all Defendants, an award of actual damages pursuant to the Connecticut Unfair

Trade Practices Act, §42-110g(a). in the amount of $250,000.00.
3.

As to all Defendants, an award of punitive damages pursuant to the Connecticut

Unfair Trade Practices Act, §42-110g(a) in the amount of $250,000.00, or in an amount deemed
appropriate by the court.
4.

As to all Defendants, an award of attorneys' fees pursuant to the Connecticut Unfair

Trade Practices Act, §42-110g(d) if an attorney enters an appearance.
5.

Prejudgment and post judgment interest if applicable.

6.

Costs of this action.

7.

Such other relief as may be appropriate, in law or equity.

8.

An Order requiring the immediate reinstatement of Plaintiffs Ebay seller account

with the previous selling limit (none)
9.

An Order requiring the removal of all negative feedback comments from Plaintiffs

feedback profile.
10.

An Order requiring the removal of all Resolution Center cases from Plaintiffs Seller

Performance record.
11.

An Order enjoining Ebay from any further disciplinary action of any kind against

Plaintiff connected to feedback comments or seller performance.

^ ^ ^ —

>

Charles Fisher, Plaintiff
530 Main St. South
Bethlehem, CT 06751
203-266-7121
^ ,<£i\
VVS^
chfisher2004@yaffio*6n£\?>
35*.

STATEMENT OF AMOUNT IN DEMAND "

©©§fl ^

The amount in demand, exclusive of interest and costs, is greater than Fifteen Thousand and
00/100 Dollars ($15,000.00).
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EXHIBIT NO. 2
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF CONNECTICUT
Paul J. Homer and Melinda A, Carpenter,
Plaintiffs,

Civil No. 3:10cvl937(JBA)

v.
GMAC Mortgage, LLC,
Defendant.

August 31, 2011

RULING ON MOTION TO REMAND
On November 1, 2010, Plaintiffs Paul J. Homer and Melinda A. Carpenter filed a
Complaint in Connecticut Superior Court, Judicial District of Putnam at Willimantic,
claiming that Defendant GMAC Mortgage, LLC ("GMAC") violated Conn. Gen. Stat. § 49-8
and the Connecticut Unfair Trade Practices Act ("CUTPA") by failing to provide a release
of GMAC's mortgage on Plaintiffs' property upon their attorney's request following their full
and final payment of the mortgage. GMAC removed to this Court on December 9, 2010,
claiming diversity-of-citizenship jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332. Plaintiffs move
[Doc. # 11] to remand this action on the ground that GMAC's removal was untimely; failed
to rely on a pleading, motion, order, or other paper; and improperly relied on confidential
settlement discussions. For the reasons stated below, Plaintiffs Motion to Remand will be
denied.
I.

Factual and Procedural Background
Plaintiffs served their Summons and Complaint on GMAC on November 1, 2010.

(Notice of Service, Ex. 1 to Mot. to Remand.) Plaintiff filed the Summons, Complaint, and
Return of Service with the Superior Court on November 30, 2010. (Confirmation of
E-Filing, Ex. 2 to Mot. to Remand.) Plaintiffs allege in their Complaint that they are
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residents of Connecticut and that GMAC is a foreign limited liability company with its
principal place of business in Fort Washington, Pennsylvania. (Notice of Removal [Doc. # 1 ]
J 2.) GMAC alleges that although Plaintiffs described the amount in demand as "in excess
of $15,000" in their Statement of Amount in Demand, Plaintiffs' counsel demanded
$500,000 to settle Plaintiffs' claims during a November 18,2010 telephonic conference with
a member of GMAC's legal department. (Id. f 3; Opp'n [Doc. # 16] at 2.) GMAC filed its
Notice of Removal with this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1441 on December 9, 2010,
claiming that this Court has diversity-of-citizenship jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1332.
(Id. 5 4.)
II.

Legal Standard
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1441(a), a defendant may remove "any civil action brought

in a State court of which the district courts of the United States have original
jurisdiction . . . to the district court of the United States for the district and division
embracing the place where such action is pending." " [Tjhe party asserting jurisdiction bears
the burden of proving that the case is properly in federal court." United Food & Commercial
Workers Union, Local 919, AFL-CIO v. CentermarkProps. Meriden Square, Inc.,30 F.2d 298,
301 (2d Cir. 1994). "When a party removes a state court action to the federal court on the
basis of diversity of citizenship, and the party seeking remand challenges the jurisdictional
predicate for removal, the burden falls squarely upon the removing party to establish its right
to a federal forum by 'competent proof.'" R.G. Barry Corp. v. Mushroom Makers, Inc., 612
F.2d 651, 655 (2d Cir. 1979) (citing McNutt v. General Motors Acceptance Corp., 298 U.S.
178, 189 (1936)), abrogated on other grounds by Hertz Corp. v. Field, 130 S. Ct. 1181,
1191-92 (2010); see also Centermark, 30 F.2d at 301 ("Where, as here, jurisdiction is asserted
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by a defendant in a removal petition, it follows that the defendant has the burden of
establishing that removal is proper.").
II.

Discussion
Plaintiffs argue that the Court should remand this case because GMAC's notice of

removal was not timely filed, GMAC did not base its removal on an "amended pleading,
motion, order, or other paper" as required by 28 U.S.C. § 1446(b), and GMAC improperly
relied on privileged settlement discussions in its removal. GMAC responds that its notice
of removal was timely because it was filed within thirty days of the complaint being filed in
Superior Court and that it properly relied on settlement communications in meeting the
amount-in-controversy requirement under 28 U.S.C. § 1332.
A.

Timeliness

Under 28 U.S.C. § 1446(b), "[t]he notice of removal of a civO action or proceeding
shall be filed within thirty days after the receipt by the defendant, through service or
otherwise, of a copy of the initial pleading setting forth the claim for relief upon which such
action or proceeding is based." Neither the Second Circuit nor any of its component district
courts, including this district, have addressed whether a notice of removal is untimely under
Section 1446(b) if it is filed more than thirty days after a plaintiff serves the defendant with
a complaint, but within thirty days of when the plaintiff actually files the complaint in state
court. However, several district courts that have addressed this question have found that the
thirty-day period does not begin to run until the complaint has been filed in state court. See,
e.g., Leverton v. Alliedsignal, Inc., 991 F. Supp. 481,484 (E.D. Va. 1997) ("[F]or a document
to be regarded as a pleading it must, at the very least be filed with a court

Although it is

undisputed that, through [the president of its Industrial Fibers division], AlliedSignal
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received the courtesy copy of the unfiled motion for judgment sometime in July 1997—more
than 30 days before filing its notice of removal—that document is not a 'pleading' for
purposes of demarcating the beginning of the 30-day removal period under Section
1446(b) "), Schneehagen v Spangle, 975 F Supp 973, 973-74 (S D Texas 1997) (Section
1446(b) "specifically provides that the time period for removal begins after receipt of the
initial pleading 'upon which such action or proceeding is based '

Until the state court

action is filed, no action or proceeding yet exists "), Arnold v Fed Land Bank ofJackson, 747
F Supp 342, 343-44 (M D La 1990) ("It is clear that the period for removal does not begin
running upon the receipt of a mere courtesy copy of the state court petition that is not even
filed with the state court Sending a courtesy copy of the petition to the defendants some
sixty days prior to the actual filing of a suit in connection with settlement negotiations does
not put a defendant on notice of removal, nor does it begin the tolling period because the
suit is subject to being changed or not even being filed ")
Here, although Plaintiffs served their Complaint on GMAC on November 1, 2010,
they did not file the Complaint with the Superior Court until November 30, 2010 Under
the Connecticut Supenor Court Rules, Plaintiffs had thirty days from the return of service
to file their Complaint with the Superior Court

Conn R Super Ct Civ § 10-8

("Commencing on the return day of the writ, summons and complaint in civil actions,
pleadings

shall first advance within thirty days from the return day ") Because of the

permissible yet peculiar timing under this rule, the Complaint was not a "pleading setting
forth the claim for relief upon which such action or proceeding is based" until Plaintiffs filed
it with the Superior Court on November 30, as there was no action or proceeding until that
date See Schneehagen, 975 F Supp at 973-74 In addition, although GMAC had a copy of
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the Complaint that Plaintiffs eventually filed with the Superior Court, instituting their
action, until that Complaint was filed, there would have been no action to remove. See
Arnold, 747 F. Supp. 343-44. Because prior to November 30 there was no pleading setting
forth a claim for relief and no civil action that could have been the subject of a notice of
removal, GMAC's period under 28 U.S.C. § 1446(b) for filing its notice of removal did not
begin until that date and thus its notice of removal filed December 9, 2010 was timely.
B.

Reliance on Settlement Communications

Rule 408 of the Federal Rules of Evidence provides in relevant part that evidence of
"furnishing or offering or promising to furnish—or accepting or offering or promising to
accept—a valuable consideration in compromising or attempting to compromise the claim"
is inadmissible "when offered to prove liability for, invalidity of, or amount of a claim that
was disputed as to validity or amount, or to impeach through a prior inconsistent statement
or contradiction,"

However, Rule 408 does not prevent the Court from considering

settlement offers "for the limited purpose of determining the amount in controversy when
the pleadings themselves are inconclusive of that subject." Vermande v. Hyundai Motor
America, Inc., 352 F. Supp. 2d 195, 202 (D. Conn. 2004); see also Yong Qin Luo v. Mikel, 625
F.3d 772, 775-76 (2d Cir. 2010) (determining that the amount in controversy exceeded
$75,000 by considering that "Luo's counsel told defense counsel that Luo's demand was
$600,000"). Therefore, GMAC did not improperly rely on Plaintiffs' counsel's $500,000
settlement demand in its Notice of Removal.
Plaintiffs also argue in their Motion to Remand that by relying on an oral settlement
demand, GMAC failed to comply with the 28 U.S.C. § 1446(b) by not relying on "a copy of
an amended pleading, motion, order or other paper" in claiming the amount in controversy
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in its Notice of Removal. Plaintiffs improperly rely on Section 1446(b), however, insofar as
Section 1446(b) does not address how a removing defendant can meet its burden of
demonstrating that the requirements of 28 U.S.C. § 1332 are satisfied, but only sets out the
period of time in which the removing defendant must file its notice of removal, i.e. within
thirty days "after receipt... of a copy of an amended pleading, motion, order or other paper
from which it may first be ascertained that the case is one which is or has become
removable." The Second Circuit held in Yong Qin Luo, 625 F.3d at 775-76, that an oral
settlement demand of $600,000 established that the amount in controversy exceeded $75,000
at the time of removal, and Plaintiffs' counsel here conceded at oral argument that
Defendant could properly rely on an oral settlement demand to establish the amount in
controversy.
Plaintiffs' counsel nonetheless challenged at oral argument whether the November
18,2010 telephonic conference, contained any such demand that would suggest the amount
in controversy exceeds $75,000. In the Motion to Remand, Plaintiffs "reject[ed] GMAC's
characterization of the [November 18] call" (Mot. at 4), and counsel elaborated at oral
argument that his use of a $500,000 demand during the call was not intended as an
expression of the Plaintiffs' estimate of the value of their claim, but rather a demand
reflective of a potential class-action dispute that has not materialized. Counsel's attempted
distinction between Plaintiffs' individual claims and a demand premised on a potential
class-action suit is fanciful since the only settlement demand made by Plaintiffs' counsel in
this matter was for $500,000. Although Plaintiffs' counsel explained at oral argument that
he would not pursue class-action certification, he put forth a $500,000 settlement figure on
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November 18, 2010, has not since made a different demand, and declined to stipulate that
the value of Plaintiffs' case could not exceed $75,000.
Accordingly, the Court has before it a $500,000 demand said to reflect the upside
recovery potential for Plaintiffs but no indication as to how much less than that amount
remains in controversy. Plaintiffs counsel is under no obligation to stipulate regarding the
amount in controversy, however he does not dispute that he previously only made a
$500,000 settlement demand. Therefore, in light of this oral settlement demand, and
pursuant to Yong Qin Luo, 625 F.3d at 775-76, GMAC has established that this case meets
the amount-in-controversy requirement under 28 U.S.C. § 1332.
III.

Conclusion
For the reasons stated above, Plaintiffs' Motion [Doc. # 11] to Remand is DENIED.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Is/
Janet Bond Arterton, U.S.D.J.
Dated at New Haven, Connecticut this 31st day of August, 2011.
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